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Now hunger is with them all day long and wakes them up at night. Stomach cramps 

and sudden salivation cause permanent tension and frustration that sometimes brings tears 

to their eyes. They can't get used to it — hunger always pursues them, some days a little, 

others a lot, insidious and unavoidable. A plate of steaming potatoes, with just a pat of 

butter and a pinch of salt! Sausage with herbs, sizzling on the grill! Pasta with ham! 

Summoning thoughts of these delights increases their craving. Then they realize with 

horror that the very memory of the taste of these commonplace dishes has fled. Their 

gustatory world has shrunk to rancid fish: fowl that tastes like fish, sea lion that tastes like 

fish. The rest is just words. 

 They grow thin. Ludovic, whose muscles are melting away in plain sight, seems 

even taller. Louise, who doesn't have much to lose, seems in contrast to diminish and 

shrink, as if she has shriveled up with her weakened limbs. She often has dizzy spells, but 

doesn't mention them. 

 The days grow shorter. The weather becomes gloomy, the sky almost always gray, 

bloated with dark pockets that burst with pouring rain. They dream of calm weather, but 

every morning while still in bed they hear the wind howling around the house and a heavy, 

slapping rain. It becomes increasingly dangerous to row their fragile skiff to James Bay, for 

they have to go around a cape, exposing themselves to the pounding waves. Having wiped 

out all the penguins by the house, they decide to go to James Bay on foot. Along the coast, 

their way is blocked by great cliffs oozing moss. Going over land takes significantly longer. 

They climb up the valley they explored the very first day, then turn off to the right, their 

hands and feet seeking their way through the loose stones, descend once more toward a 

small river, climb up again and go through a windswept pass. Finally, they tackle the 

dangerous five-hundred-foot descent down the side of the cliff before reaching the 

penguins. On the return trip, loaded with dead animals, they slide over the wet rocks and 
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tear their jackets on the jagged walls. With an hour for hunting, the round trip takes them 

seven hours, and they return exhausted to number 40
1
 with about thirty animals at the most. 

 One of their greatest achievements is salvaging old notebooks in the lab. Whole 

pages covered in a regular hand: columns of numbers, reports of massacres, quality control 

of slaughtered animals, resulting in tons of fat that must have been converted into a tidy 

sum of money way back when. The pages are warped, riddled with brown spots and rust. 

Mold has blossomed into roses of blue, pink, or green. This treasure reminds them of the 

old days, the crisp, white pages that came in reams, the sheets with a few scribbles that 

were nonchalantly tossed into the trash can. Ludovic imagines the stacks of boxes full of 

unused brochures that were put out for the garbage. Louise sighs for the fancy notebooks 

that she used as journals, with thick, smooth, water-marked, marbled paper, a medium that 

seemed to make her thoughts grow sharper. Now they recognize paper as a jewel of 

technology. They carve a stick into a stylus and mix soot and fat to make ink. It's crude, but 

it allows them to jot down certain things. On the back of the sheets, they start a journal and 

bicker over what day it is. Every evening, it becomes a ritual to note down the work they've 

done in just a few words, to save paper: 

 Feb. 6: finished table in workshop 

 Feb. 12: killed 32 penguins, started smoking them in kitchen 

 Feb. 21: lost 10 rotted penguins, collected a bag of algae and 3 handfuls of mollusks 

 Feb. 23: broke the blade of the good knife, killed a female sea lion 

 This writing habit feels incredibly good. It gives them a history once more, brings 

them closer to normal, civilized life. Of course, they tend to report their victories more than 

their defeats, their plans more than their doubts. Unconsciously, they start imagining that 

one day someone will read these lines and they'd like to make a good impression. 

Sometimes they'd like to sign their names to an accomplishment, but they have sworn never 

to do it, out of solidarity. 

 Nevertheless they both dream of keeping a personal journal, where they could vent 

their feelings. 

                                                             
1
 They have nicknamed the abandoned building where they have taken shelter "Number 40" after the address 

of their apartment in Paris. 
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 At night, huddled around their glowing drum,
2
 they tell bits and pieces of books that 

they remember: the expeditions of Shackleton, Nordenskjöld, and other great polar 

explorers. At times, this energizes them and gives them infinite confidence in the human 

spirit when plunged into adversity; at others, on the contrary, they despair over how 

awkward and weak they are compared with these heroes. They also try to entertain 

themselves by reconstructing novels, stories from history, geographical facts. Louise prides 

herself on her literary knowledge, but she cannot exactly remember Alice in Wonderland or 

recount the plot of Madame Bovary or The Red and the Black. Ludovic gets the kings of 

France mixed up and confuses the countries on the map of Africa. All the things that they 

learned now appear so distant, almost useless. They're part of their culture, they're supposed 

to explain the workings of society, but are they valid here? Do they help them find food or 

protect themselves from illness? Yet cultivating these memories is a way of not yielding to 

despair, of still considering themselves part of the human community they miss so much. 

Staying "normal" is an obligation, a way of resisting. They don't say it, but childish 

elements surface to their awareness most of all, the nursery rhymes that they catch 

themselves humming, images of a walk with a grandparent, the smell of hot chocolate. 

Although they don't admit it, these regressions are their foundation. 

 In their daily life, they decide to establish rules, principles, and rhythms, persuaded 

that this will help them avoid slacking off. In the morning, they make themselves get up at 

dawn and do some stretches, led by Louise. Then they discuss a list of chores. They're not 

allowed to eat dinner until all their work is done. Often, their lack of skill means that they 

finish at night, by the sooty light of oil lamps. They take turns fetching water and keeping 

the fire lit, day and night, so they won't use up the lighter fuel. They even establish 

penalties if someone's responsibilities are not fulfilled. Louise remembers her family's ritual 

every December. They took out a wooden board with three columns, one for each child, 

each with twenty-four holes. Every night, her parents would keep track of their good or bad 

behavior that day and move nails decorated with stars up or down the columns. The idea 

was that Santa Claus would check that each child's star was at the top of the board to make 

sure they had been good. Of course, they always managed it, agreeing to every chore as the 

                                                             
2 They have turned an empty drum into a makeshift fireplace. 
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Christmas deadline approached in order to move their stars up higher. Ludovic thinks this is 

childish, but agrees to do it to make her happy. In the evenings, after cleaning themselves 

up, they meticulously divide the food in chipped bowls. They have agreed that Ludovic gets 

an extra spoonful because he is bigger. Part of the evening is spent with rhetorical 

flourishes on their respective accomplishments during the day and results in a rusty nail 

climbing up a rotted board. Every Sunday they examine the board and the loser has to take 

an extra turn fetching water. Louise insists that Sunday be a day of rest. On that day, no 

productive activities — hunting, fishing, tool-making — are allowed. It's a kind of 

Southern Hemisphere Sabbath, atypical for these two unbelievers. They lounge in bed, 

distractedly make love, being very careful to avoid pregnancy, and allow themselves a 

spoonful of survival rations. If they go out on Sunday, it's only to take a walk, to climb 

through the valley as they did on their first, carefree exploration. If it's raining, Louise 

attempts to tan penguin hides, scrubbing the skin meticulously to soften it. Ludovic sculpts 

driftwood into clumsy animals. 

 Bit by bit, these rituals begin to verge on superstition. Violating the rules would 

mean letting themselves down, breaking the unspoken contract and, who knows, perhaps 

provoking horrible consequences. Restrictions, requirements, limitations, merits and 

demerits are all part of learning their way in this new world. Fate, which weighs souls and 

actions, will be merciful only to the worthy. These duties also help them structure their 

time, keeping them in the tension of the present, filling their minds without dwelling on the 

future. They are accountable, and take pride in the work accomplished. These efforts justify 

their humanity, distinguish them from the animals, simple predators, and remove them from 

the caveman life that they sometimes feel they are living. Imitating society means that you 

still belong to it. While life looks different here than in the 15th arrondissement, they must 

make it fundamentally the same. 

 

* * * * * * 

 

 The weather is gloomy, it's drizzling. Their anoraks, which were only appropriate 

for a short walk, are torn all over, letting in the damp and cold. They're gathering boards for 
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the fire from an old shed on the beach. Sharp points stick up from the wood and they must 

be careful to avoid getting hurt. They work with their heads down, wordlessly. Every day, 

physical and mental tiredness weighs on them a little more. At one point, Louise stands up 

and rubs her lower back, facing the ocean. Where the bay opens out, quite visible despite 

the rain, a huge ship makes its way parallel to the coast. For a second she thinks she's 

hallucinating, then feels as if a flood wall is breaking in her chest — a good, soft warmth. 

 "Lu…Ludo! Over there!" 

 It's as if she's rooted to the spot, without even the strength to point, but it isn't 

necessary, he bursts into a nervous chuckle. 

 "Yeah! Quick, the dinghy!" 

 "No, wait, we have to build a fire so they'll see us. I'll get the gas." 

 They're suddenly feverish, frenzied, urgency throbs in their temples. They don't 

have time to discuss a strategy. When they wrote S.O.S. in stones on a hill by the shore, it 

seemed obvious that a boat would pass by, see it, and drop anchor in the bay. But this boat 

is far off, surely too far to see anything except land covered with mist. It's a big ship, maybe 

three hundred and fifty feet, one of those cruise ships that take tourists to Patagonia or 

Antarctica. Through the overcast sky, it streams with a thousand lights outlining the decks, 

gangways, and cabins on its dark, massive silhouette. A pleasant, organized, easy, gentle 

world. There, right in front of them! 

 They encountered these floating cathedrals several times during their trip, and 

always mocked the old fogeys sipping tea behind the plate-glass windows while they were 

experiencing real adventure. At that second, they would give anything to be with them. 

They're filled with dread. What if the boat doesn't see them? Louise rushes to the house to 

get the lighter. Ludovic runs toward the beach and the dinghy. When she emerges, she sees 

that they're at cross purposes. 

"Stop, Ludo, we have to build a fire!" 

She catches up to him, her heart racing. Where's the ship? Already halfway across 

the bay, continuing calmly on its way. Oh, no! Stay! Wait! While shouting at the boat, she 

reaches into the dinghy to disconnect the gas tank so she can light her fire. But Ludovic 

pushes her back roughly. 
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 "Are you crazy? We have to get out there and catch up to them!" 

 "You idiot, we'll never make it, they're going too fast, they won't see us. We have to 

build a fire…" 

 She doesn't finish her sentence — he comes at her, pushing her away forcefully. In 

an instant, words and reason fail them. They fight each other, possessed by raw fury, their 

faces twisted in anger and urgency. He is stronger, but she is pitiless, biting, scratching, 

coming back at him. Their panting, attached bodies would recall the throes of passion if 

their eyes didn't shine with sudden hate. It's a matter of life and death. Ludovic finally wins 

out, pushing her onto the sand where she collapses with a bloody nose. He spins around and 

pushes the little boat into the water with a victorious grunt. In his haste, it takes him three 

times to start the motor — he's forgotten to give it gas. His hands are trembling, he feels his 

heart knocking against his chest so hard it hurts. The moment stretches out endlessly. 

Finally, the motor jolts to life and he rushes off at full speed. 

 In a stupor, Louise crawls along the beach, moaning. 

 "No! Oh, no! Come back. I need gas…." 

 She smacks down her fist, flicking up bits of sand, filled with unbearable hurt. This 

violence exploding between them has shaken her. If she had had a knife, she would have 

plunged it into his back. She suddenly hates him from the depths of her being. Shame fills 

her — whether from losing the fight or from letting the impulses of her limbic system take 

control, she does not know. The noise of the motor rouses her, she jumps to her feet and, 

squeezing the lighter so tight it feels her joints will break, rushes to the pile of wood that 

they were pulling apart a few minutes before. With no concern for the nails or splinters that 

tear her hands, she grabs the pieces that look the smallest and driest and tries to set them 

aflame. It's a waste of time, she only burns the tips of her fingers. She doesn't want to look 

out to sea. She must focus. Maybe the cruise ship has slowed down so the passengers can 

gaze at the landscape? Maybe she still has time to at least make some smoke? Distraught, 

she inspects the area. There is a board with old newspapers nailed to it as makeshift 

insulation. She tears them off and lights them, her hands shaking. Oh, God, please…. She 

hasn't prayed since age eighteen, when she told her mother that she didn't believe and 

wouldn't go to church anymore. It's a miracle! The flame quivers and spreads to the 
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splintered wood. She lets out a happy sigh. As careful as a Sioux Indian, she adds bits of 

wood. In a few minutes, a small fire flickers, a red, blinking eye. A little bit more and she'll 

be able to add the rotted boards that will release wonderful smoke. She stands up. 

 There's nothing in the bay. No ship, no dinghy, nothing but mist and the pale 

silhouettes of icebergs.  

 She collapses against the cold, scentless earth and begins to scream. Despair, hatred 

of this idiot Ludovic who has just ruined everything, and the shock of the fight surge 

through her like a wild torrent. She feels she's going mad. In her disarray, loneliness strikes 

like a mallet cracking her bones. She's going to die. In any case, it will be better than a slow 

decline. Who would mourn her anyway if Ludovic is gone? Her parents, who had strongly 

disapproved of this expedition, saying it was stupid to run off when you have a good job? 

 Won't she always be "little Louise," an insignificant nothing? Her shouts fly off into 

the empty bay, swell, become hoarse, turn into sobbing, and start up again even more 

painfully. Two frightened penguins leave, fluttering their wings. 

 At full speed, Ludovic reaches the entrance to the bay. There, he hits a choppy wave 

that knocks the dinghy and makes him slow down. Somehow he manages to stand up, take 

off his jacket, and wave it over his head. The ship is moving away. Come on, there must be 

a sailor smoking on deck, a tourist who's more curious than the others. He remembers the 

story of the guy who fell into the Mediterranean and was saved by the cook who 

miraculously spotted him while dumping kitchen refuse over the side. The boat pitches in 

every direction and throws him off balance. He has to make it, he has no choice. He puts on 

full speed, using one hand to bail out the water splashing into the boat. After half an hour, 

the cruise ship is nothing more than a light twinkling far off in the gray. It's unacceptable, 

it's unbearable, but it's true. He feels like a model prisoner who has been inexplicably given 

an additional sentence. Rage, frustration, and anguish form a ball that smothers him. 

They've been fighting for weeks, enduring this miserable life courageously. He's even tried 

to be light-hearted to keep Louise's spirits up, he's gone along with all the silly rituals she 

has put into place. All this for what? So this damn boat can come and mock them? Is there 

no justice? 
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 Suddenly, a desire for normal, simple things floods through him — those people on 

the cruise ship, a shower, soft music and a nicely-set table, and further in the distance, 

behind the horizon, people who at this time of day are sitting in traffic jams cursing or 

having a drink with friends. He wants his couch and his computer. He wants the jingle of 

keys coming out of his pocket, the scent of onions cooking, and even the smell of the 

subway on rainy days. He wants…. 

 His hope disappears in a speck on the horizon. He is soaked and shivering. His head 

swims. He sees himself, bearded, gaunt, in tatters, on this rubber tube dancing on the 

waves, humiliated by his own weakness. When he finally decides to turn around, it's late. 

Even going slowly, he almost capsizes several times. He has to approach the shore at an 

angle to stabilize the boat. Seen from afar, the landscape is dismal, with shades of black and 

dirty white. Waves show their teeth against dark, desolate earth, sprinkled with patches of 

snow. He stops the motor and lets himself drift. Why bother to reach this hostile land? 

Wouldn't it be better to end it all now? Night will come, the cold will take him in its 

indifferent talons, he'll slowly become numb and go to sleep. Stop struggling, shorten this 

nightmare that leads to nothing. To sleep, to sleep without hunger, without this permanent 

dread of tomorrow. He suddenly feels so very tired from fighting for weeks. The hope 

revived by the cruise ship hits him like a boomerang and devastates him. He's exhausted, 

unable to move, exposed to the elements. He curls up into a ball in the bottom of the dinghy 

shaken by the surging waves and lets his mind drift. He'd like something soft and warm, 

some pleasant person or thing to help him go to sleep, to wipe himself out.    

[…] 

 

[Louise has struck out on her own to find the research station on the other side of the island, 

where she finds food, rests, and recovers. Now she returns to the shelter they share.] 

 

 Everything is as quiet as when she left. The old base is still asleep under the snow. 

Louise feels as if she's coming home to a familiar place, while at the same time she sees 

with new eyes the burst cisterns and blackened walls. The return trip took only three days. 
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She was helped by mild weather and her improved physical condition. Once she made her 

decision, she called upon the energy that her mountain-climbing friends used to admire, and 

the farther she went, the more she was gripped by a feeling of urgency. 

 Not the slightest ribbon of smoke, no footprints in the snow. Once again, Louise 

wants to run away, but it's too late. Here is Number 40, the wooden door, the concrete 

staircase, her steps echoing. She calls softly, then louder. A rat scurries off somewhere. The 

door to the room creaks as usual. A strong odor, a mixture of dampness, urine, and 

excrement, suffocates her. The gray light reveals the old papers used in a vain attempt at 

insulation, the dirty rags protecting the bed, and the shape in the center of it, like a heap, 

abandoned. 

 "Ludovic?" 

 Louise doesn't expect an answer. But in the oval that barely rises above the covers, 

she perceives two wide eyes and eyelids that slowly close. It's no longer Ludovic. The gray 

skin has sunk around the bones, making his nose stand out like a beak. The tangled beard 

and the flattened hair are flecked with white. It's an old man staring at her. Not a muscle of 

his face moves, not the hint of a smile, not a word, just the eyelids. 

 Louise approaches, calls gently, her voice quavers: 

 "Ludovic? Ludo, do you hear me? It's me, Louise." 

 The eyes focus on her now, but still no movement, no expression, as if the being 

across from her were an uninterested observer. 

 Kneeling by the bed, Louise strokes his haggard face. Under the cover, she feels a 

body with bony, sharp edges. She speaks, she cries, holds him in her arms. He's as 

unresponsive as a rag doll. If he had been dead, she would have accepted it better, she had 

almost come to terms with it already. But this empty stare crushes her. 

 She lights the fire, heats up the powdered milk she has brought, and pours a little bit 

between his lips. He swallows with difficulty, his Adam's apple rising almost reluctantly. 

Some of the liquid spills from his half-open mouth. She feels as if she is filling an inert skin 

with liquid instead of giving a drink to a human being. 

 Overcoming an urge to retch, she tries to wash him. Every joint protrudes under 

skin that is wrinkled like clothing that is too big. His legs are marked with bruises, scabs, 
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and traces of excrement. What happened? Did he try to venture into the mountains? Did he 

get wounded and come back here, waiting for her in desperation? 

 There is no other mattress, so she uses rags to cover up the wet places. 

 While she carefully moves his limbs, she sees him look at her and sigh. This 

reassures her. Ludovic, her Ludo, will pull through. She has brought back enough 

dehydrated food to get him back in shape. She is even ready to go back all that way to get 

more. Then, he'll understand. He has to understand. It's not her fault. She was so weak, so 

tired. 

 Evening takes her by surprise. A ray of light glows at the base of the clouds and 

tints the room pink. Now she hates everything they patiently stockpiled here. Never again 

will she eat penguin or sea lion. Acting like animals, they almost died like animals. This 

wild nature that she so fervently sought in the mountains or at sea now seems an enemy to 

her. What madness to come here! They paid for it and learned a terrible lesson, but 

everything will work out. Ludovic will get better, someone will come find them, they'll go 

back to their normal life. For the first time in a very long time, she sees herself making 

love, she sees herself pregnant. 

 She speaks out loud, as she has heard one must do with people in a coma, to help 

them cling to life. By candlelight, she tries once more to feed him, then puts together a 

makeshift mattress out of newspapers at the foot of the bed and curls up with her jacket on. 

She doesn't have the courage to get into bed with him. She is repulsed by this reeking cot 

soaked with urine and especially by this cold, gaunt body.  

 She tells herself he will sleep better alone. 

 Several times during the night, the cold awakens her, while Ludovic sleeps. From 

time to time, he lets out a loud sigh and she thinks he must be dreaming. 

 Dawn has not taken her by surprise. It is so long at these latitudes. The day refuses 

to break, drags along behind a cloud, stretches itself out in gray, then agrees to release a 

bluish light. Louise has finally fallen asleep. Is it his loud sigh that rouses her? She is jolted 

awake with a start. It's Ludovic, he must be hungry. 

 No, he's not hungry, he will never be hungry again. She has never seen death face to 

face. When her grandparents died, she saw only their heavy oak coffins, because "it's not 
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appropriate for children." Yet it takes her no more than a second to understand the fixity of 

his stare. Ludovic is no more, is nothing, just a mass of cells that no force can ever form or 

animate again, as it begins to decompose, crumble, vanish. At first Louise feels almost 

fascinated. How is it possible? She saw nothing, heard nothing. She was next to him, 

almost touching him, all night long. And yet she missed the unthinkable. For this is indeed 

something unthinkable. Ludovic is dead. She says the sentence aloud, as if to convince 

herself. The sound breaks the silence for a moment, then seems absorbed by the walls, the 

snow, the ocean. 

 It occurs to her that he just waited and hoped for her, and then her arrival triggered 

everything. After that, he gave up the struggle, once he had seen her one last time. That 

would be so cruel! No, he couldn't have done that to her! 

 She puts her hand on his shoulder buried under the covers, shakes it lightly. Nothing 

happens. She doesn't feel the tears that stream down her face, flowing onto her neck and 

wetting her jacket. 

 She weeps, she empties out through her eyes, drowns her sorrows, and also the 

powerlessness that has gripped her ever since this cursed trip got out of control. Sitting on 

muddy cloths on the ground, she lets go. The fight is over — life has lost and taken with it 

the tension, the struggle to find solutions to the impossible every day, every instant, to keep 

going in the midst of nothing, far from everything and everyone. Pitiless nature has won, 

but can you expect pity from the elements? Here, every day, animals live and die. 

 Louise sobs because she's alone, because she didn't come back soon enough, 

because she doesn't know what to do any longer. After an infinite time, she has no more 

tears. All the water has flowed from her body, a river of distress. All that's left are her 

bruised eyes and a bad headache. 

 Ludovic's eyes are already glassy, as if imperceptibly clouded. Something in his 

pupils is solidifying and closing this door between beings.  

 For a long time Louise remains numbly watching a white sun rise in the room. The 

air is so cold that no dust dances in its rays, and the silence — of the snow outside, of this 

shape on the bed — engulfs her inside. 
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 She finally gets up, picks up the backpack that she didn't have time to unpack 

yesterday, and leaves the room. 

 


